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ERICA HILL: So, we talk a lot about guns in this country, we talk a lot about gun violence. The minute one 

of those words enter a conversation things become political. So, you went for a deep dive in the 

numbers because we've heard a lot – You know, there's more than one gun for every American, part of 

the problem is the number of guns that are actually out there floating around in this country. What did 

you find?  

JENNIFER MASCIA: So, you know, we've heard for years that this is like some unknowable number and 

all we have are estimates and ranges. But, you know, it's not an unknowable figure. The ATF keeps 

production figures going back to 1899.  

So, I went digging through these records and I found that 465 million guns have been produced in the 

last 125 years for the American market. And it's mostly – the vast majority are handguns. Whereas, you 

know, 30 years ago our gun culture was very much hunting and recreation. Now, it's concealable 

handguns for self-defense.  

I also wanted to see -- You know, we had record gun deaths in 2021. We had nearly 49,000 gun deaths 

just for that year. And I wanted to see what the effect was of all these guns flooding the marketplace on 

gun deaths. And when I charted them both, the visual was just stunning. They appeared to rise and fall 

in tandem over the last 50 years.  

So, it really does raise the question what are all these guns doing? Are they contributing to gun 

violence? And it kind of contradicts that argument that the only thing that can stop a bad guy with a gun 

is a good guy with a gun. Well, at what point are all these guns going to lower gun deaths; one could ask.  

JIM SCIUTTO: Well, as you show that and we can put it up on the screen again. It does appear that the 

production is in line with jumps in gun violence there.  

[The graph used does not show that] 

Another question you address – and by the way the research – and if you are watching at home it's 

worth looking at this online because the research is fascinating.  

You found that while rifles and shotguns outsold handguns until the 1990s, when it began as you were 

just noting marketing weapons to be concealable as self-protection, that actually handguns have been 

more involved in a lot of these shootings we're seeing. So, tell us what you found in that data here and 

does that indicate that they may be a smarter focus of new legislation than assault weapons?  

MASCIA: Yeah – I mean – you know, the assault weapons are responsible for, you know, mass casualty 

incidents, they are deadly. And, you know, it is understandable that it's a very visible aspect of gun 

violence. Right? But most mass shootings and most every day gun violence is perpetrated with 

handguns.  



And really a more direct way to address that would be to deal with how we vet gun buyers. You know, 

compared to other countries, our vetting is really quick, it's a two-minute criminal background check. 

You know, it really is about gun access and who we're allowing to have these guns. So, you know, about 

30 years ago gun industry marketing changed and it became, “you need to protect yourself, you never 

know what's out there, you know, have a gun at the ready.” And that really has had an effect on 

American gun buying. We see that 58 percent – 57 percent now of gun production in 2021 was 

handguns. 

So, that message has really been taken to heart by the American people and there are a lot of easily 

accessible firearms and a lot of times they are not locked up. 

(…) 
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MASCIA: You know, the gun manufacturers could decide tomorrow that they want to more closely 

regulate who is getting their products. Right? There could be self-regulation. That's not happening 

because guns are very profitable. And, you know, when we have visible aspects of gun violence like mass 

shootings, it drives gun sales. So, there's that vicious loop.  

The FTC actually – one of the Biden's executive orders was to direct the FTC to produce a report about 

how guns are marketed not just to young people, to minors, but how military-grade weapons are 

marketed to civilians, which is kind of the beginning of really exploring this. 

(…) 


